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Your Hebridean Handbook

  
How to use the resources

It is up to you how you use the activities: you can work 
through them as a workbook, pull out relevant resources to use
with family nature walks or perhaps create a scrapbook with 
your child where you can stick down completed pages and 
photographs. However you decide to make them work for you,
I hope you find them fun and interesting. Each activity has an 
advice page for grown-ups with some additional ideas to help 
extend your child’s learning. 

 
    

The Hebridean Handbook is divided into themes. Each theme 
is relevant to different aspects of life in the Outer Hebrides.
They will encourage families to explore our unique environment,
learn about nature and get creative!

The activities are designed to be easy to print and use at home.
They require minimal resources most of which you’ll probably
be able to find around the house.

Have fun!

Alice

These activities are designed to be open-ended without an age
recommendation so you can judge for yourself whether your
child will find them enjoyable and instructive. All children work
at different levels regardless of age. Younger children may need
an adult present for help working through the activities
whereas older children may be able to use them independently.



a walk around
 the shore



a walk around
 the shore

advice for grown-ups

 
You can use this checklist to plan a trip to the shore or beach with your child. 
Depending on their age this may not be necessary but for young children it will 
encourage their independence, which is a vital part of their development. In the 
early years activities that promote independence and self-care are part of the 
curriculum.

Encourage your child to have and develop their own ideas of what they might
need, for example:
• Before sharing the checklist with them ask what they might take
       and why.
• Help them to make choices based on the weather e.g.what sort of hat do you 
       need if it is sunny outside?
•     Help them to think about how much they will want to carry with them.
       What is necessary? This will help to give them responsibility for their
       belongings.

Older children can use this checklist as a starting point for their own. They 
could draw themselves with their exploring gear. Even older children sometimes
benefit from the questions above too! 

TIP: You could laminate the checklist or put it in a plastic wallet and use a
whiteboard pen to tick the items you’ll be taking with you. It is also a good
idea to take the checklist with you on your walk. After a good day’s exploring
your child can take responsibility for their belongings by checking they still 
have everything they set out with – that way, no tears when you get back
home and find that teddy is still at the beach! 
 





on
 the shore



 

on the shore

advice for grown-ups

These pages have been designed to be used as a field guide for your trips to the 
shore. These are only a few of the creatures and plants you might spot! Each image 
has a tick-box, a Gaelic translation and some space for writing.  

How to use: 

• Make a field guide notebook - let your child cut out the boxes and stick them 
into a small notepad that can be taken on trips to the shore.

• Writing - use the lines provided to copy the names of animals, write the date 
when you spotted them or find a fact about each one.
 
•  Scavenger hunt - make a family trip to the shore exciting by splitting into teams 
and seeing who can find everything on a page first.

• Journaling - keep a nature journal and stick a rockpool card in when you have 
spotted something on a walk.
 
• Flashcards - use the cards as flashcards to help children learn new vocabulary.
 
• Loopcards - cut out the cards and use a hole punch to make a hole in the top 
right-hand corner. Loop some string through to keep them together. The pack can 
then be taken on walks or kept near a writing area for children to refer to.

 
 



crùbag feamainn-ghropach

ite faoileag bun-dùn

rockpool creatures I found...

I found a / lorg mi ...

common starfish common shore crab bladder wrack seaweed

seagull feather red anemone scallop shell 

crosgan

slige-chreachainn

crùbag feamainn-ghropach

ite faoileag cìochag-thràghad

on the shore - air a’ chladach



common whelk
cnomhagan

cockle
srùban

sea urchin
gìogan

sea slater
sglèatair-mara

jellyfish
sgoldrach

on the shore - air a’ chladach
I found a / lorg mi ...

rockpool creatures I found...

oarweed
slat-mhara



on the shore - air a’ chladach
I found a / lorg mi ...

rockpool creatures I found...

carrageen
carraigean

limpet
bàirnean

razor shell
stealladair

periwinkle
faochag

blenny
gròmag

mussel
feusgan



seabird 
guidebook



seabird guidebook

advice for grown-ups

This activity might be a little challenging for young children, as it requires some 
precise folding. Follow the instructions together to create your own birdwatching 
book that can be taken on trips to the shore.

You can read the instructions on a screen or print them off if you prefer. The 
template page will need to be printed in colour on to normal printer paper.

Other activities you could try...

Numeracy:
• Cut strips of paper in one colour (measured carefully) to represent the length of
each bird in the book and strips in another colour to represent the wingspan. Mix 
them all up and see if your child can match them to the correct bird using the 
information in the booklet. 
• Using large sheets of paper (old wrapping paper is ideal) help your child to 
draw the birds to scale using the measurements provided. They can have fun
making life-size collages of each bird.

Literacy: 
• Follow the instructions on the RSPB website to identify the birds in the booklet. 
Once you have found them, you’ll be able to hear an audio clip of each bird’s call.

 

 
 

https://www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/wildlife-guides/identify-a-bird/
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make your own 
rockpool

advice for grown-ups

This is a fun, creative activity that will keep children busy for a while! You may wish
to print the rockpool creatures on card to make them a little stronger. This sort of 
creative making activity is excellent for developing fine motor skills in young 
children.

*Fine motor skills: the use of smaller muscle groups in your child’s hands,
fingers, and wrists commonly in activities like using pencils, scissors, construction. 
These are crucial developmental skills that are monitored from nursery through to 
primary school.

Encourage your child to think of ways to make the sea creatures able to move, 
for example: 
• attach a strip of card to a cut-out creature to use as a puppet. Make a slit in the 
top of the box, slide the card through and your creature will be able to glide from 
side to side
• adhesive Velcro (hook & loop) tape is excellent for model making. Stick some to a 
limpet so it can attach itself to different rocks! 
• tear some strips of tissue paper to make moving seaweed 

 
 

TIP: If you have space in your home, think about making a creative area. 
All you need is a small workspace where your child can have the
freedom to get creative. It doesn’t have to be expensive or messy. You 
would be amazed what kids can create with some cardboard recycling, 
masking tape and a pair of scissors! A box for storing on-going projects
might be an idea if you want to avoid accidentally throwing away your 
child’s masterpiece!    



make your own rockpool

you will need/feumaidh tù:

a box/bogsa

glue/glaodh

paper/pàipear

scissors/siosar
crayons/crèidheanan

Thread some string
through your fish

and attach it to the
top of the box so 

it can swim
   around!   

1. Cut the f laps off the box. 
2. Draw your own rocks and water. Make sure there are lots
of safe hiding places for your underwater creatures! 
3. Cut these out and glue them in place.
4. Cut out the rockpool creatures. You can either glue them in
place or stick them on to card and trim around the edges
and you’ll be able to move them around the rockpool! 
 

tip

so

tu:

so

tu:

so
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rockpool
hiding places
advice for grown-ups

Younger children trying this activity will require some supervision. It is best to 
print the ‘window page’ (the rockpool image) on card as the flaps will be fragile on 
printer paper. The flaps need to be carefully cut around the curve. This can be done
with scissors but for best results an adult should use a craft knife to prepare this for

their child. 

 
 



rockpool hidden pictures
Y
ou m

ight spot these in a rockpool. Y
ou w

ill have to look carefully for them
! 
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Sea slaters look like w
oodlice. 

They live in cracks in the rocks
on the shore. 

Sea anem
ones stick them

selves
to rocks. They have tentacles 
that catch food. These fold in
w

hen they are disturbed.

Starfish are clever predators.
They open up shellfish w

ith their
arm

s and push their ow
n stom

ach
inside to digest their prey! 

These pretty shells are hom
e

to a type of sea snail. They get the
nam

e topshell because they look
like old fashioned spinning tops. 

B
arnacles glue them

selves on 
to hard surfaces like rocks, 
boats and even som

e anim
als! 

M
erm

aids’ purses are the egg
pouches of dogfish. They are
usually em

pty w
hen w

ashed up
on the shore. 

These are the m
ost com

m
on 

jellyfish in Scotland. They don’t
sting hum

ans, so don’t be frightened!
Jellyfish are alm

ost entirely m
ade of w

ater.
They have no brain, blood or heart. 

Can you find three other creatures
to add to your rockpool? Maybe you can 
look in a book or online to find out more 
about them.



rockpool hidden pictures

you will need/feumaidh tu:

g
lue/g

la
od

h
colouring pencils /
peansailean dathach

scissors/siosar

Add your own rockpool creatures to 
the empty spaces. You can use this space 
for ideas:

Carefully cut the curved part of each flap 
on the window page leaving a hinge for 
the doors to open. You might need an adult
to help you. Next, spread glue thinly on the
hiding places page (avoiding the pictures) 
and carefully stick on to the back of the
window page.

hiding places page
window page







�ying
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�ying seagull

advice for grown-ups

This is a fun creative activity that requires few resources; hopefully you’ll be able to 
find them around the house. The seagull template works best if printed on to card. 
If this is not possible, print on normal printer paper, glue on to card and then cut 
out. 

Why not have a go at making your own template? You could encourage your child
to look through a bird guide book or online to find a different seabird.  

 
 



�ying seagull
faoileag itealaich 

scissor/siosar

you need/feumaidh tu:

template/teamplaid glue/glaodh crayons/crèidheanan

piece of card/pìos cairt

4cm
2cm

sticky tape/teip ste
igeach

a straw/sopan
thin dowel or skewer/bioran

 fiodh

cutting line/loidhne gearraidh folding line/loidhne fillte

1. Print the template on card, cut
it out and colour in the top of the 
bird. Then fold along the middle. 

2. Ask an adult to carefully make a 
slit in the top of the dowel rod for
you. They might need to use a craft 
knife. 

3. Take the small piece of card and fold 
in half. Then fold the two edges inwards
to meet in the middle. It should make the
shape in this picture. 

4. Squeeze the folded card into the 
slit in the dowel rod. There should be
two f laps now poking out at the top.



5. 6.

7. 8.

9.

5. Tape or glue the two card 
f laps to the middle of the 
folded bird shape. The rod 
should now be attached.

6. Take the straw and make a 
straight cut down to the 

stretchy area that makes it 
bend. Make two little f laps on 
both of the branches you have

made.
 

7. Slide the straw on to the 
dowel rod. 

8. Attach the straw f laps to
each wing using sticky tape or

 glue.  
  

9. TA-DA! Your seagull is finished! 
You should now be able to make it f ly. 
All you have to do is slide the straw 

up and down and watch as
 it f laps it’s wings!  
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advice for grown-ups

Here are some extra ideas for you if you wish to continue your rockpool theme...

Science:
• Take a jar or clear plastic tub with you when you go rockpooling to use as 
observation trays. You can take samples to view the creatures more clearly. Always 
remember to put them back carefully and try not to disturb the habitat too much.
• Check the tides before going to the shore. The tide needs to be out/low if you are 
hoping to explore rockpools.

• Learn more about rockpools using these BBC video clips:

Literacy:
• Your child can use the blank templates provided when planning trips, to create
diary entries or make up small stories to go with their rockpool box. If your child
is very young, you could use them to write quotes down of their observations and 
put them in their scrapbook.

Music and Drama:
• Help your child to create a little role-play area or den where they can continue 
exploring rockpool habitats in an imaginative way. You can even play seaside audio
clips for them.
 
 

 
 

extras

https://www.bbc.co.uk/weather/coast-and-sea/tide-tables
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01rtdr4/clips
http://bbcsfx.acropolis.org.uk/?cat=seawash
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/topics/underwater





